Arbitrating Social Media Grievances
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F

or more than 15 years, labor arbitrators have grap-

social networking sites to check-on job applicants. For every

pled with grievances involving allegations of

such candidate who was hired, two were rejected owing to

Internet misuse and abuse by employees who are

information on their sites. While not the subject of this arti-
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represented by unions. These private judges have

cle, it merits mention that drawing on the Internet to gather

ruled on assertions that included inattention to

data about job applicants has distinct perils (e.g., the Stored

duty; theft of time; visiting pornographic or gam-

Communications Act,6 Genetic Information Nondiscrimina-

bling websites; coworker harassment; and inappropriate cus-

tion Act of 2008,7 and Fair Credit Reporting Act8).9

tomer contact. Their resulting awards have applied the “com-

Meanwhile, it is reported, 77 percent of workers with Face-

mon law of the shop” to workplace Internet use.2 With the

book accounts access them while on the job.10 Conversations

advent of social media websites, new issues have emerged. This

that once took “place near the water cooler have shifted to the

article offers a glimpse into the future of arbitration in this

Internet [where]…employees are using platforms like Twitter

realm. It is meant as a guide for attorneys, labor leaders, man-

and Facebook to vent frustrations about their jobs.”11 This evolv-

agers, and neutrals who will deal with social media grievances.

ing communication forum is reverberating throughout shops

Overview

er who was reprimanded after blogging about what he perceived

and offices, including law firms. Consider the Florida practitionIt should come as no surprise that the blockbuster movie

as the unfairness of one jurist’s “speedy trial” procedure.12

“The Social Network” enthralled audiences with dramatic

On the advice of their employment counsel, corporations

insights into the virtual communities facilitated by social

and agencies are crafting policies regulating employee social

media. This new form of communication differs from first-

media use. Implementation and administration of these policies

generation websites, which deliver static content. Social

touch free speech, privacy, labor contracts, proprietary and cus-

media opens dialogues between users, and facilitates alliances

tomer information, statutory protections, and when employees

among people no matter where they reside.

are authorized to speak for the company.
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Wikipedia is the grandparent of today’s social media super-

A recent Proofpoint survey reveals, “10% [of major

stars. This free online encyclopedia is publicly available, and

employers] have disciplined their ranks for running afoul of

may be edited by its users in more than 25 different lan-

the [social media] rules.”13 Those who have been fired for

guages, including Ido.4 Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, MySpace,

these activities even have a new word to describe this unhap-

and Google’s Orkut (preferred in some European and Asian

py event. The Urban Dictionary defines “dooced” as “losing

nations) followed closely on its heels. These sites permit users

one’s job because of one’s website.”14

to gather in affinity groups, as well as to access and share real5

time information with others.

By way of example, medical technician Dawnmarie Souza
posted Facebook comments criticizing her supervisor’s role in

Not surprisingly, social media websites are increasingly

the investigation of a client complaint.15 In addition to some

impacting the workplace. Employers, for example, have

profane terms, she branded the supervisor a “Section 17”; work-

turned to them for applicant screening. College photographs,

place slang for a mental case. Management premised her result-

unguarded comments, and even applicants’ emoticons (e.g.,

ing discharge, in part, on its contention that Souza violated

☺

), have been weighed by prospective employers. According

company policy forbidding employees from portraying the

to one survey, 45 percent of participating employers visited

organization on social media sites. The policy also prohibited
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employees from disparaging either the

postings, including those from friends

The university argued the postings

company, or its officers and leaders.

contained vulgarity, sexual references,

violated school policy, and rose to the

Souza, a union steward, asserted that she

and a venereal disease video parody.

level of “conduct unbecoming.” In turn,

was within her free speech rights as a

A parent who was surfing the web

the union challenged the employer’s

labor representative, and contended the

found the site. Her complaint to school

proofs, and emphasized that the general

supervisor committed multiple unfair

officials

into

public could not access the two web-

labor practices.

unflattering press coverage. The griev-

sites. Additionally, the union noted that

eventually

escalated

The National Labor Relations Board

ant was promptly discharged on the

senior officers had engaged in similar

(NLRB), which has its own Facebook

ground that the site’s “graphic con-

activities without reprimand.

subsequently issued an unfair

tent…constituted conduct unbecoming

Although finding many of the uni-

practice complaint alleging employer

an educator working with middle

versity’s proofs were flawed, the arbitra-

interference with Souza’s statutory right

school children.”21 The union grieved,

tor held the school had just cause to dis-

to engage in “concerted activities.” The

and the case went to hearing. The arbi-

cipline both men. He concluded that

matter was settled on the eve of a sched-

trator held that while the grievant’s con-

credible evidence supported that the

uled hearing, when the employer, inter

duct was professionally inappropriate,

officers had engaged in conduct unbe-

alia, agreed not to improperly restrict

he would never-the-less be reinstated

coming. The arbitrator wrote: “As public

off-duty employees from discussing

with a three-day suspension. One can

safety officers they should be held to a

wages, hours and working conditions.

imagine school authorities wondering

higher standard…[and] refrain from per-

what happened.

sonal conduct that may reflect improp-

page,

16

17

Grievance Arbitration

In large measure, the arbitral decision

erly on functions they are expected to

Recent discipline and discharge deci-

turned on a finding that the grievant

support.”26 In this respect, he observed

sions by labor arbitrators likewise weigh

negligently, rather than intentionally,

that a security department manual gave

allegations of social media abuse. In

allowed public access to his site. Cre-

the officers sufficient notice of what

these matters, arbitrators apply tradi-

dence was given to the grievant’s

constituted “conduct unbecoming.”27

tional just cause analysis to determine if

remorseful testimony that he relied on

Finally, another case examined the

management—after conducting a full

his friend to establish the site, and

discharge of a grievant who blogged on

and fair investigation—proved that a

believed access was restricted to invited

his MySpace website that the plant’s Ger-

grievant violated its reasonable rules. If

guests. Also, the arbitrator was mindful

man manager was a “green card termina-

so,

examine

of the absence of a social media policy in

tor” who was a reincarnation of Adolf

whether the level of discipline was in

the school district. This omission, he

Hitler.28 Although the postings were writ-

line with the severity of the offense, and

noted, was serious since “the elements of

ten at home, on the employee’s personal

with past treatment of similarly situated

just cause [require]…that the employee

computer, the arbitrator found a nexus

Before

be aware of the rule or expectation with

between them and the workplace. Deny-

upholding discipline, most arbitrators

which he allegedly failed to comply.”23 In

ing reinstatement, he wrote:

“require clear and convincing evidence

a similar case, a grievant was held respon-

both that the act took place and the

sible for not preventing an estranged wife

The evidence suggests that Grievant not

actor was responsible for it.”19

from posting nude photos of him.24

only knew that the discriminatory [i.e.,

A second illustrative case concerns a

aimed at the manager’s national origin]

A Few Examples

grievance filed by two university security

and disparaging words he posted on his

One such grievance arbitration was

officers. Each received minor discipline

blog would be read by many employees,

filed on behalf of a teachers’ assistant.20

for posting personal photos and com-

but it also showed that he intended his

The issue was whether his social media

mentary on their “Facebook like” sites.

blog to receive maximum publicity. In

postings constituted just cause for dis-

From the institution’s vantage, the post-

his post-discharge blogs, he continued

charge. The grievant worked with 7th

ings placed the college in a bad light. For

to disparage management, thus show-

and 8th graders.

example, Officer A’s site pictured him at

ing no remorse for his transgressions

the

arbitrators

bargaining

unit

next

members.18

22

25

Relying on a friend’s technical aid, he

work with his feet casually resting on a

and no understanding of how he violat-

opened a Facebook page that was accessi-

desk. Meanwhile, Officer B touted his

ed Company rules or policies. His behav-

ble by the general public. The grievant’s

interest in female relationships on a web-

ior amounted to gross misconduct by

initial entries identified him as a teacher

page picturing him next to a campus

any measure.29

in “X” public school district. Subsequent

police cruiser.
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The arbitrator also disposed of the

Grievance mediation may be a partic-

Third, social media sites that com-

union’s argument that the grievant’s act

ularly apt alternative dispute resolution

mingle personal information with data

were not punishable since they took

procedure for ‘hot’ social media griev-

about an employer create links with the

place away from company property. He

ances. Unlike arbitration, where there

workplace that may lead to discipline, or

wrote, “many courts have recognized

are winners and losers, grievance media-

even discharge. Uncensored personal

that even ‘off-duty’ conduct of an

tion permits parties to focus on interest-

thoughts may subject an organization to

employee can create a hostile environ-

based problem solving. It permits the

ridicule, result in decreased revenue,

ment sufficient to establish a claim of

parties to craft a mutually acceptable

and/or cause discord among the work-

harassment.”30 Indeed, he observed that

resolution that often includes creative

force. This principle is aptly demonstrat-

employers’ legitimate business interests

options, which are not available as

ed by the resolution of Officer B’s griev-

are inherently connected to work rules

remedies in arbitration.

ance. The arbitrator took him to task for

prohibiting harassing conduct.

31

Some Conclusions
What deductions may be drawn from
the foregoing?
First, employers are apprehensive about
the ‘brave new world’ of social media.

Second, public attitudes toward pri-

posting the campus cruiser photo on the

vacy are changing as social media facili-

same page where he expressed interest in

tate information sharing. People with

the opposite sex. While the arbitrator

Facebook pages project a uniform image

refused to speculate about “all of the

to family, friends, coworkers, future

possible ramifications such a statement

employers, and gawkers alike. Rather

could carry in connection with the per-

than social media leading others to the

formance of his official duties and how it

While public relations and marketing

invasion of our privacy, the danger lies

may be interpreted by those reading it.

managers are harnessing social media to

in our continuing to “willingly, [and]

The point is that it was simply inappro-

build the business, their counterparts in

compulsively violate our own privacy.”34

priate for Officer B to have interconnect-

operations are anxious about harm that

In any instance, once posted social

ed both his personal life interests and his

could result from employees accessing

media communications become public

professional duties in such a manner.”37

these same tools. They fret over workers

information for which page ‘owners’ are

Fourth, employers with well-written,

wasting time, and misusing company

responsible and accountable. Since post-

comprehensive policies governing the

computers by using social media for per-

ed materials are available to virtually

nexus between social media and the work-

sonal purposes. They fear too that ill-

everyone on the Internet, the publisher’s

place are more likely to prevail in disci-

considered comments may magnify con-

comments are magnified. Unlike snide

pline and discharge grievance arbitrations.

flicts among workers, negatively affect

remarks whispered to colleagues gath-

Indeed, as the United States Supreme

morale, harm productivity, and create

ered around the water cooler, regrettable

Court recently observed, “employer poli-

liability for failing to control harassing

comments can become ‘viral’ when

cies concerning communications...shape

communications, or for “republishing”

broadcast on the web. Postings perpetu-

the reasonable expectations of their

defamatory material.32 Other worries

ally live in the ether awaiting future dis-

employees, especially to the extent that

include disclosure of proprietary assets

covery, as shown by a pizza parlor

such policies are clearly communicated.”38

such as trade secrets, product disparage-

employee fired for complaining on Face-

Labor arbitrators have long noted that

ment, and/or insults to customers.

book about two customers.

33

Depending on the industry and the

35

The teacher assistant case clearly illus-

“just cause” requires proof of a reasonable rule that has been effectively pub-

players, such perceptions have a greater

trates these realities. Despite the griev-

lished to workers who are expected to

or lesser basis in reality. Whatever the

ant’s assumption that only ‘friends’

comply.39 Such guidelines as they relate

merit of each concern, employers would

could access his Facebook page, a vigi-

to represented workers are frequently

do well to consider steps that are in pro-

lant parent discovered its content. News

mandatory subjects of collective negotia-

portion to the actual risk level. As with

of the racy postings spread throughout

tions.40 However, even when these rules

many labor relations issues, the secret

the school district, and his site soon had

fall within what the law calls ‘permissive’

lies in reasonable rules, which are even-

a slew of visitors including members of

subjects of negotiation, discussions with

handedly applied by trained supervisors.

the press. As ‘owner’ of the content

labor representatives often go a long way

In turn, union representatives would do

(information), the grievant was found

toward crafting a comprehensive policy,

well to acknowledge legitimate employ-

responsible for his negligent behavior.

and avoiding subsequent challenges.

er apprehensions when negotiating

He escaped with a three-day suspension

Among other topics, social media rules

terms and conditions for collective con-

only because of the interaction of miti-

might address: what constitutes dispar-

tracts, and when pursing grievances.

gating circumstances.36

agement of clients, product, and person-
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